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Why Monitor Criminal / Underground Forums?

- Company information in data dumps

- Leaks and announcements of illegal 
activity

- Monitoring shifts in targeting and 
tactics before they are utilized
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families of malware on underground 

forums?
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Monitoring Shifting Tools - so many questions

- What are the most talked about 

families of malware on underground 

forums?

- Is ransomware really becoming the 

new type of malware people are 

gravitating to?

- What factors are correlated to a 

malware’s popularity and how does 

this change over time?



How can we translate underground criminal activity 

(primarily CTI) into actionable intelligence that informs 

pentesters and defenders? 



“Wow do u look at hackers on the 
dark web”



Deep/Dark Web is not an accurate focus.

Hackers and criminals conduct criminal 
activity everywhere, including: 

- 3rd Party Chat Applications / Social Media

- Forums openly available on the open 
Internet

- Tor / I2P

- Mail / In person transactions



Ecosystem of Vendors & Buyers



Discussions and questions



Research Scope:

Analysing 3.9 million posts over the last year
that mention a name or category of malware 
to find the most referenced types/families. 



This research encompasses all of the following 
sources available on the Internet:

- 3rd Party Chat Applications / Social Media

- Forums openly available on the open 
Internet

- Tor / I2P



Methodology

61 malware categories

101,124 malware names

(created over the course 

of 5+ years with 

Recorded Future)



- Definition of malware used = “operational pieces of 

code used to conduct illegal activity”.

- Reposts of news articles and security research

- Spam posting (some required manual removal) 

Dataset and Definitions



- Malware Mentions Overall

- Malware Raw Mentions by Language

- Correlations between Forum / Real World events

and Growth in Malware Mentions

Gleaning Insight from Data



Malware Mentions
Overall



Category vs. Family Results
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Prevalence of Branded Ransomware (or lack thereof)



Lower level Ransomware / General Asks



Raw Malware Mentions
by Language



Why split out language?

Hacking communities in the different countries have completely different 
cultures and origins, and languages. 



Why split out language?

Hacking communities in the different countries have completely different 
cultures and origins, and languages. 

Does this shape their advertised malware and targets? 
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- Old malware (3+ years old)

- Dual use tools

- Forum specific malware

- GandCrab (rip)

Overarching Similarities Across Languages 



Correlations between
Malware and Real Life







Types of Growth 



3 Correlated Events

- Being a good vendor

- The sale of malware sets

- Distribution of cracked malware versions



Being a Good Malware Vendor
- Advertised updates

- Real world news articles

- Community engagement / customer service



Malware Sets



Cracked Versions



Is this actually a risk?



Lower threat, higher frequency

- Ineffective without a delivery vehicle, age, 

antivirus rules exist.

- Some cases, jumping off point for very 

high impact

- NLBrute & SamSam

- Imminent Monitor & APT-C-36

- Every top 10 family has been reported on 

as seen in the wild at least once since May 

2018. 
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Landscape will change, monitoring is 

necessary

Dual use tools: 

Cooperation between the SOC and internal 

penetration testing teams are essential  

Finding baselines against different actor 

sets is important for enterprises targeted 

by specific groups. 

Baseline for Patching

In Conclusion...
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How can we translate underground criminal activity 

(primarily CTI) into actionable intelligence that informs 

pentesters and defenders? 

most commonly discussed malware, ->  delivery vehicles -> 

prioritizing patching against the vulnerabilities those 

delivery vehicles exploit.



Thank you!

recordedfuture.com/measuring-malware-popularity


